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Abstract: Professional education needs both to infuse research-informed theory, practices, and
standards into the live-long learning of information professionals, and be a subject of research itself.
A persistent challenge of continuing education for information professionals is the adoption and
application of material learned at workshops into the day-to-day operation of participants’
institutions. The DigCCurr Professional Institute (DigCCurr Pro) seeks to address this challenge
through its innovative design, social network infrastructure, and ongoing research and iterative
development.
DigCCurr Pro is designed to prepare information professionals to confront contemporary digital
curation challenges – applying principles and approaches that are both professionally sound and
appropriate to their particular work contexts based on cutting-edge research from around the world.
To accomplish these goals the Institute began with a five-day intensive workshop designed to address
the management of the lifecycle of digital resources. On the final day of summer Institute, attendees
worked with the instructors to create a plan for applying their new knowledge. Six months later the
students will return and report on strategies and lessons related to application of the Institute's
materials, tools and content. Throughout the process, participants and instructors will share
information and ideas through a specialized online forum that is part of the Digital Curation
Exchange, an interactive space developed as part of the DigCCurr2 project.
This poster will provide a brief overview of the Institute, its goals and structure, and a variety of data
gathering and analysis approaches involving our interactions with the participants for building a truly
reflexive and evolving curriculum that assists participants in embedding new technologies, practices,
and tools into their work environments.
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